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It is easier than ever for game creators to create short yet provocative games with 
minimal resources. For a long time, games have been developed almost exclusively 
through a centralized studio model where all team members work together in the 
same physical space. As time has passed and technology has improved, however, 
new advancements in information sharing systems have allowed for the creation of a 
new kind of production model: decentralized studio production. This production mod-
el is defined by the lack of a central workspace and the involvement/input of devel-
opers from all over the world. Decentralized studios offer developers many different 
benefits such as remote collaboration, fast asset acquisition, and work opportunities 
that may not have been available otherwise. They also offer students and junior de-
signers/developers an opportunity to work on their asset production skills and create 
usable, portfolio ready content without having to secure a position within a game de-
velopment company. Decentralized studios can be started by virtually anyone with 
internet access at anytime, as they effectively remove the need for high-production 
space and associated costs. 
Building Block Games: A genre on the rise 
A Building Block Game is a term that represents a quickly produced prototype prod-
uct that is collaborated on by several parties through remote asset creation. A Build-
ing Block Game can be assembled relatively quickly and contain a level of polish 
equal to the total time spent creating each asset overall. For example, where a regu-
lar game jam game might be created within a weekend, and thus have a minimal 
level of polish, a Building Block Game would have various elements made by various 
authors over a larger amount of collective work time, leading to a much more pol-
ished experience being delivered in a fraction of the time. While several recent AAA 
titles have received public criticism for severe bugs and other gameplay issues, 
smaller prototypical games such as Flappy Bird and QWOP have thrived and al-
lowed individual developers to achieve widespread public recognition. As such, small 
and provocative games of this type are uniquely suited to students entering the 
game industry and seeking public recognition for their work. 
Similarly to the industry disrupting introduction of crowdfunding as an alternative to 
project funding, advancements made in the field of cloud-based storage technology 
now make it possible for people to collaborate much easier than it’s been in the past. 
Through services such as GitHub, Slack, and Microsoft OneDrive, not only can indi-
viduals work remotely and upload their content to one central server, they can also 
access that content from anywhere with an internet connection. This means that 
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work that previously had to be done in a central office space can be done remotely. 
While this doesn’t eliminate the cost of hiring a specialized worker, it does drastically 
broaden the range within which people can collaborate. This has led to many game 
developers working to produce assets from home while still operating as part of a 
studio team. These advancements have also led to the creation of massive reposito-
ries of asset files and data, and with them the opportunity for file sharing on a mas-
sive scale. 
Decentralized Game Studios: An emerging model 
Defined by their lack of a centralized workspace, decentralized studios are a new 
model of game creation that allows projects to be worked on by numerous people 
remotely and asynchronously. Decentralized studios can be set up virtually any-
where with internet access and can forego costly overhead expenses that central-
ized studios have to work around. 
For students interested in game design, getting experience in a professional work 
environment can be difficult, especially in the early stages of their academic career. 
One of the major contributing factors to this is the need for a strong portfolio in order 
to secure a production position. Although starting a centralized student game studio 
is one possible solution to this problem, the upfront and overhead costs for running a 
centralized studio are quite high. Under a decentralized, student-run studio model, 
students and alumni would be able to develop their skills and portfolios while also 
creating shareable assets to help their current and future peers. Games released 
under the studio name, as students come and go over time, would gradually build 
the brand-reputation of the studio, and of Brock, thus providing compounding bene-
fits to students over time. 
In order for this student studio to begin, students would need to operate within one of 
the many available game development environments (GDEs) in use today. To that 
end, this paper first looks at four industry standard GDEs that are currently available 
and compares their efficiency for different tasks. Next, a SWOT analysis is used to 
compare centralized and decentralized production models. Finally, the results of a 
case study testing the findings of the GDE and SWOT analyses are shared. 
Background 
For those not familiar with the current game development landscape, here is a brief 
overview of the 4 GDEs that are looked at in this paper: 
Dreams is an application created by MediaMolecule designed to make the game 
production process as approachable as possible. It allows users to create 3D and 2D 
graphics as well as general audio design. Any content created in dreams has the 
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ability to be labelled as “remixable” which allows other users to use said content in 
their own projects. 
PICO-8 is a fantasy console, meaning it is an emulated version of an retro 8-bit con-
sole that never existed. PICO-8 allows developers to make tilesets, characters, mu-
sic/audio, and levels all within the same program, meaning all aspects of the game’s 
production can be done without having to change apps or import files. 
Godot is a free, open source GDE. Godot has many of the same features as the 
other GDEs. While it is a powerful engine, it is relatively new and therefore lacking 
some of the polish and quality of life improvements (and community support) of other 
GDEs such as Unity and Unreal. 
Unity is one of the most popular GDEs in use today. It is widely seen as the go to 
GDE. Unity’s asset store is a huge benefit to the platform, allowing for collaboration 
on a large scale while offering an opportunity for content creators to sell their work 
(enabling them to use the platforms as a source of income). As with most GDEs, Uni-
ty uses code-based programming in the form of C# or UnityScript. 
Outline 
In order to rank the GDEs and extrapolate best practices for a decentralized student 
game studio, this paper uses a pairwise comparison chart and a SWOT analysis to 
compare and contrast the functionalities, features, and affordances of different exist-
ing solutions to determine which is ideal for the rapid prototyping nature of a student 
game studio. Additionally, a brief case study shares the results of creating a building 
block game using the highest-ranked GDE in the pairwise comparison chart and the 
most effective studio model as determined by the SWOT analysis. Based on the re-
sults of this case study, the paper concludes with a list of concrete action items for 
implementing a student-run game studio at Brock University. 
The principal functions compared between the GDEs are:  
1. Accessibility - how many platforms are supported by the GDE? How many dif-
ferent platforms can the GDE publish to? Are the assets dependent on the 
application or can they be made and archived separately? 
2. Ease of collaboration - how many clicks does it take to find, download, and 
import another developer’s asset into a scene.? 
3. Environmental fragmentation - how many separate applications are required 




Game Development Environments (GDEs): A pairwise compar-
ison 
METHODS 
To see which GDE is best for prototype design, a pairwise comparison chart shows 
the number of clicks needed to complete a task. A click is defined as any time the 
player must press a button of confirmation in order to progress. If there is any re-
quired coding, it is considered as less efficient than any program that does not re-
quire coding. The chart is also made on the assumption that the user has internet 
access and can access files located on a shared server. This standardized process 
of evaluation offers a repeatable method of assessment across development envi-
ronments. 
Official tutorials were used to find the most efficient methods of completing each 
task.  
 Some of the features compared are: 
1. How many clicks does it take to start a new scene? 
2. How many clicks does it take to find and import another person's uploaded 
assets? 
3. How many clicks does it take to create a first-person character controller? 
4. How many clicks does it take to add a song that plays immediately when the 
scene is loaded? 
5. How many clicks does it take to give a character health properties? 
6. How many options support the finished product as an exported file? 




PAIRWISE COMPARISON CHART 
CREATE A FIRST PERSON CONTROLLER 
START A NEW SCENE 
FIND/IMPORT PUBLIC ASSETS 
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot A X X X
(C)PICO-
8
— — X X
(D)Dream
s
D D — X
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot B X X X
(C)PICO-
8
C C X X
(D)Dream
s
D D/B Tie C X
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot B X X X
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ADD A SONG THAT PLAYS ON STARTUP 
GIVE A CHARACTER HEALTH PROPERTIES 
SUPPORTED DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 
(C)PICO-
8
— — X X
(D)Dream
s
D D — X
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot A X X X
(C)PICO-
8
C C X X
(D)Dream
s
D D D X
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot A X X X
(C)PICO-
8
A C X X
(D)Dream
s
D D D X
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ANALYSIS 
Dreams appears to be the most efficient GDE, followed by PICO-8, then Unity and 
Godot respectively. Most of the processes required for a minimum viable interactive 
product are easiest to set up in Dreams than in the other GDEs. Dreams’s visual log-
ic system allows developers to easily select and place augmenting gadgets onto as-
sets. This completely removes the coding barrier of entry from game development, 
and in doing so the entire development process is sped up, especially for junior de-
velopers with a limited understanding of coding languages. While Dreams has the 
least amount of options in terms of publishing platforms, the efficiency afforded by its 
systems make it the best choice for putting together rapid prototypes. Also, due to 
the early access status of Dreams, its early adopters are very eager to help as well 
as give feedback, which is critical for aspiring developers. 
Workplace decentralization: A SWOT analysis 
In order to decide which game studio model would be best to implement with Unity  
at Brock, a SWOT Analysis on the two different game development models, which 
are Centralized and Decentralized, will be used. 
METHODS 
A SWOT analysis is a comparative technique that weighs the strengths, weakness-
es, opportunities, and threats of different options against each other in order to iden-
tify which is the most effective. This SWOT analysis draws from the author’s experi-
ences working under both centralized and decentralized game production models; 
these experiences are synthesized and analyzed using the SWOT methodology. 
Unity Godot PICO-8 Dreams
(A)Unity X X X X
(B)Godot A X X X
(C)PICO-
8
A B X X
(D)Dream
s




The centralized model is the current model of video game production. It is defined by 
a central physical workplace for all employees.  
STRENGTHS: 
● Ensure separation from work space and home space that will minimize the 
likelihood of distractions 
● Workers can be monitored  
● Allows for the most efficient transference of ideas (direct communication) 
● Questions and concerns are addressed directly at any point 
● Will ensure everyone has equal or comparable technology 
● A workplace culture is much easier to develop in person versus over the inter-
net 
WEAKNESSES: 
● Commute times may be an impediment to efficiency, depending on the aver-
age employee distance from the work site 
● Higher overhead costs (e.g. rent for workspace, food, etc.) 
● The potential talent pool is more limited due to the fact that employees must 
live within a practically traversable distance from the company (unless em-
ployees are willing to relocate) 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
● May be more appealing for grant applications 
● No external hosting is required (potentially more secure) 
THREATS: 
● The studio may become dependent on certain specialists. 
DECENTRALIZED 
The decentralized model is an emerging model of video game production. It is de-
fined by the lack of a central physical workplace and a dependency on an internet 
connection. 
STRENGTHS: 
● Employees supply their own workstations, minimizing overhead startup costs. 
● People can work together no matter the distance, meaning the talent pool is 
much larger than a centralized studio system. 
● There is no need to pay for a physical workspace when everyone can work 
from home (minimal overhead expenses). 
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● According to research done by Miia Aronen, workers found that being able to 
self direct led to them being able to better manage and execute on tasks given 
to them, versus having scheduled times within which to complete their tasks 
(Aronen 29). 
● Workers also found that working at home was less stressful, and allowed for 
them to complete domestic tasks while taking breaks from work (Aronen 29). 
WEAKNESSES: 
● Relies heavily on an internet connection, which can completely halt progress if 
it is down or slow. 
● According to Aronen’s research, many workers find the lack of face to face 
communication negatively effects their interpersonal performance in terms of 
learning, communication, networking, and sense of belonging. (Aronen 40) 
● The lack of a physical work environment means there is a larger need for self-
regulation and focus on the part of the group members, as they have to hold 
themselves accountable for their work being done. 
 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
● A lot of services are moving towards cloud-based services, meaning that es-
tablishing a decentralized studio will make Brock a pioneer in an emerging 
market. 
● According to Aronen’s study, working remotely gives employees the opportu-
nity to develop their skills in self-management. (Aronen 34) 
● Also from Aronen’s study, many workers found that working remotely had the 
potential to offer a better work/life balance, however this was dependent on 
the person. 
THREATS 
● Privacy and data security are at risk if not properly secured. 
● Lack of a dedicated workspace means that distractions from family, pets, etc. 
are likely to hinder concentration. (Aronen 34) 
ANALYSIS 
The centralized studio model is the current industry standard for a reason. It is the 
most efficient model of the two, and it has been proven time and time again as a reli-
able means to produce quality content. As stated in the weaknesses section, the 
costs of renting a workspace as well as the more limited potential talent pool are the 
real negatives of this model.  
While the decentralized model is extremely cost effective, it is almost entirely reliant 
on the individual to self-regulate and to ensure their work is completed on time. This 
can be problematic, especially with the busy schedules of students that often conflict 
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and are subject to change based on deadlines and extracurricular activities. Beyond 
this, from a management perspective it is much harder to oversee workers in a de-
centralized model. However, the fact that many other services are moving towards 
cloud-based storage points to the future of many digital industries being decentral-
ized. 
After assessing the two production models and seeing their strengths and weak-
nesses, it is clear that a hybrid model is required in order to create the most effective 
model to be used at Brock University. In this hybrid model, the workers would meet 
at a centralized point regularly to recap and plan. The majority of the work, however, 
would be done and compiled remotely by a project manager. 
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CASE STUDY: Making a Building Block Game 
OVERVIEW 
To gauge the effectiveness of a decentralized studio model, a game prototype was 
created with help from other developers remotely and asynchronously. As a building 
block game, it was created with the goal of being easily accessible and made with 
various assets that would have taken much longer to produce had they been done 
during the production time of the prototype. The prototype, named “Super Hero Con-
cept WIP” is a beat-em-up that tasks players with defeating criminals that become 
increasingly powerful in a semi-destructible arena. Work on the prototype began in 
July 2019 and concluded in the middle of August. Although 5 people expressed in-
terest in helping, only 2 additional developers contributed assets towards the proto-
type. 
RESULTS 
The prototype for the game was finished within 2 months and functions as an effec-
tive demonstration of a building block game. There were several public assets and 
mechanics that were used in order to speed up the production process. The game 
was liked by several community members and has received positive and construc-
tive feedback. 
  
The player charges their ability meter before engaging enemies. Civilians can be 
seen running from the enemies. Elements such as the skyline, car, and clouds were 
made by other developers and are available for public use.  
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After defeating a number of enemies, the player levels up and has their stats in-
creased. 
  
An enemy being punched into one of the destructible walls of the level. 
ANALYSIS 
After working on the prototype for the case study, some issues associated with the 
decentralized game studio became apparent. Based on the successes and short-
comings of the case study, a decentralized model still needs a centralized account-
ability structure tied to regularly occurring face-to-face meetings. This will discourage 
workers from abandoning duties and ensure that the team is as efficient as possible. 
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CONCLUSION 
Looking towards a Brock game studio 
The video game development landscape is changing, bringing with it emerging op-
portunities for building content, studio recognition, and rapid iteration upon promising 
game concepts. Where it was once near impossible to complete a game on one’s 
own, it is now possible to create, access, and share assets and full game mechanics 
and systems via cloud storage. This is especially useful for fast paced game devel-
opment scenarios such as game jam events, as well as rapid prototyping of ideas in 
general. Using the environments and studio models assessed in this paper, teams 
can quickly transform an agreed-upon concept into an attention-getting video game 
prototype. With the rise in popularity of casual games that have a minimal number of 
gameplay systems, being able to access and remix other people’s assets is a mas-
sive time saver and efficiency boost. 
After comparing the different GDEs, it became apparent that the GDEs designed 
with all the necessary production tools included are more efficient at completing 
tasks. The workflows within these applications are intended to be as self-enclosed as 
possible, whereas a GDE like Unity relies on the majority of the assets to be import-
ed from third-party applications. This is very helpful for rapid prototyping.  
Action Items 
To capitalize on these emerging trends in video game development, a student-led 
Brock game studio should: 
● Require students interested in joining the program to sign a content release 
form that would allow other students to use their work freely. A creative-com-
mons license should be explored when developing this form. 
● Build an internally-hosted repository for re-usable, licensed assets. The repos-
itory should have a clear directory structure, access structure, and backup 
method. 
● Share the repository with all the students so they can view and upload, but not 
edit or delete assets files. This will ensure that there are no problems with 
missing content that would otherwise break  dependent projects.  
● Implement a standardized method for teams to upload their assets to the 
repository. This will be required in order for teams to release their game using 
the studio name and resources. 
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● Create a formal discussion channel where members can post questions, tips, 
requests, and general discussion. This will help to foster the development of 
the community and allow for coordination between members. A platform such 
as Slack, Discord or Reddit would work well, however for school related pur-
poses, a private chat system would work best in order to avoid third-party 
spamming. 
● Create a studio name and agreement terms that teams sign when joining the 
studio. Develop standardized brand standards (such as a logo) to which 
teams must conform when releasing their game.  
By following these steps, a student-led building block studio will be able to create and share 
content on a larger scale, which will drastically reduce prototyping and general project pro-
duction time. Setting up a studio with this model is great for fostering new talent in under-
graduate students who have an interest in the different facets of game design. It is a great 
way for both students and alumni to get real-world experience working on creative interac-
tive products in a team setting, while also helping their peers in ways they may not even 
consider at the time. This studio will allow Brock University students to build name recogni-
tion in the game development space while providing a sustainable bridge from university to 
industry that is designed to grow over time. 
Final takeaways 
• Asset sharing and curation are integral to the building block game student 
studio model. 
• Dreams for PS4 is the most efficient GDE available for rapid prototyping and 
building block game development. 
• Students looking to grow their portfolio can do so rapidly with this studio mod-
el. 
• This studio model could work with any GDE and any number of GDEs simul-
taneously; however, choosing one to focus on one means more assets will be 
available for that specific repository. For the purposes of starting a single stu-
dio it is best to focus on one at first. 
A strategic opportunity 
If this studio model were to be implemented at Brock, production efficiency on 
projects would increase over time as more assets are added to the repository. This 
would lead to higher quality end-products for student portfolios and a faster produc-
tion rate for projects overall. Implementing a student-led studio with decentralized 
elements is not only feasible, but also beneficial to both current and future students 
looking to work in the game design or interactive application design industry. It also 
allows students to acquire industry experience after graduating, which will help to in-
crease talent retention within the Niagara region. 
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